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Abstract
A search for chargino, neutralino and scalar lepton pair-production in e+e− col-
lisions at the centre-of-mass energy of 189 GeV is performed under the assumptions
that R-parity is not conserved in decays and only one of the coupling constants λijk,
λ0ijk or λ
00
ijk is non-negligible. No signal is found in a data sample corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 176.4 pb−1. Limits on the production cross sections, on
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model parameters and on the masses of the
supersymmetric particles are derived.
Submitted to Eur. Phys. J.
1 Introduction
The most general superpotential of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [1],
which describes a supersymmetric, renormalizable and gauge invariant theory, with minimal
particle content, includes the term WR [2, 3]:
WR = λijkLiLjEk + λ
0
ijkLiQjDk + λ
00
ijkUiDjDk , (1)
where λijk, λ
0
ijk and λ
00
ijk are the Yukawa couplings and i, j and k the generation indices; Li
and Qi are the left-handed lepton- and quark-doublet superelds, Ei, Di and Ui are the right-
handed singlet superelds for charged leptons, down- and up-type quarks, respectively. In order
to prevent the simultaneous presence of identical fermionic elds, the following antisymmetry
relations are required: λijk = −λjik and λ00ijk = −λ00ikj , reducing to 9 + 27 + 9 the total number
of independent Yukawa couplings. The LiLjEk and LiQjDk terms violate the leptonic quantum
number L, while the UiDjDk terms violate the baryonic quantum number B.
The simultaneous presence of L- and B-violating terms would lead to a fast proton de-
cay1) [4]. Therefore, existing limits [5] on the proton lifetime require either of two possibilities.
The rst one is to impose R-parity conservation, which forbids all terms in Equation 1.
R-parity is a multiplicative quantum number dened as:
R = (−1)3B+L+2S , (2)
where S is the spin. R is +1 for all ordinary particles, and −1 for their supersymmetric partners.
If R-parity is conserved, supersymmetric particles can be produced only in pairs and they decay
in cascade to the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which is stable [6].
The second possibility is considered in this paper. Since the absence of either the B-violating
or the L-violating terms is enough to prevent a fast proton decay, there is no need to impose a
priori R-parity conservation. As a consequence, two new kinds of processes are allowed: single
production of supersymmetric particles, or LSP decays into Standard Model particles via scalar
lepton or quark exchange. In the latter case, the MSSM production mechanisms are unaltered
by the operators in Equation 1.
In this paper, we describe the search for pair-produced neutralinos2) (e+e− ! ~χ0m ~χ0n, with
m = 1, 2 and n = 1, .., 4), charginos (e+e− ! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ) and scalar leptons (e+e− ! ~`+R ~`−R,
e+e− ! ~ν~ν) with subsequent R-parity violating decays, assuming that only one of the coupling
constants λijk, λ
0
ijk or λ
00
ijk is non-negligible. Only
~`
R (supersymmetric partners of the right-
handed charged leptons) are considered in this analysis, since they are expected to be lighter
than the corresponding left-handed ones.
Supersymmetric particles can decay directly into two or three fermions according to the
dominant interaction term, as detailed in Table 1. Indirect decays via the LSP can occur as
well. Four-body decays of the lightest scalar lepton are also taken into account in the case
of λ0ijk and λ
00
ijk. In the present analysis, the dominant coupling is assumed to be greater
than 10−5 [8], corresponding to decay lengths less than 1 cm. Previous L3 results on λijk and
λ00ijk Yukawa couplings can be found in Reference 9. Searches for R-parity violating decays of
supersymmetric particles were also performed by other LEP experiments [10].
1)With contributions at the tree level from λ′11kλ
′′
11k, and at one-loop level from any product λijkλ
′′
lmn or
λ′ijkλ
′′
lmn.
2)Single production of supersymmetric particles is not considered in this paper.
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Particle Direct decays Indirect decays
λijk λ
0
ijk λ
00
ijk via ~χ
0
1 via
~`
~χ01 `−i νj`
+
k , νi`
+
j `
−
k `
−
i uj
dk, νi djdk uidjdk − `~`
~χ0n(n2) `
−
i νj`
+
k , νi`
+
j `
−
k `
−
i uj
dk, νi djdk uidjdk Z
 ~χ01, Z ~χ
0
m(m<n), `~`
W ~χ

1
~χ+1 νiνj`
+
k , `
+
i `
+
j `
−
k νiuj
dk, `
+
i
djdk didjdk, uiujdk, W
 ~χ01, W ~χ
0
2
uidjuk
~`−
kR νi`
−
j , νj`
−
i − − `−k ~χ01 −
~νi, ~νj `
−
j `
+
k , `
−
i `
+
k − − νi ~χ01, νj ~χ01
Table 1: R-parity violating decays of the supersymmetric particles considered in this analysis.
Charged conjugate states are implied. Indirect decays via scalar leptons are relevant only for
neutralinos when the scalar lepton is the LSP. Only supersymmetric partners of the right-
handed charged leptons are taken into account. Decays to more than three fermions are not
listed. Z and W indicate virtual Z and W.
2 Data and Monte Carlo Samples
The data used correspond to an integrated luminosity of 176.4 pb−1 collected by the L3 detec-
tor [11] at the centre-of-mass energy (
p
s) of 189 GeV.
The signal events are generated with the program SUSYGEN [12] for dierent mass values
and for all possible choices of the generation indices.
The following Monte Carlo generators are used to simulate Standard Model background
processes: PYTHIA [13] for e+e− ! qq, e+e− ! Z e+e− and e+e− ! ZZ, BHWIDE [14] for
e+e− ! e+e−, KORALZ [15] for e+e− ! µ+µ− and e+e− ! τ+τ−, PHOJET [16] and PYTHIA
for e+e− ! e+e− hadrons, DIAG36 [17] for e+e− ! e+e−`+`− (` = e, µ, τ), KORALW [18] for
e+e− ! W+W− and EXCALIBUR [19] for e+e− ! W ` ν. The number of simulated events
corresponds to at least 50 times the luminosity of the data, except for Bhabha and two-photon
processes, where the Monte Carlo samples correspond to 2 to 6 times the luminosity.
The detector response is simulated using the GEANT package [20]. It takes into account
eects of energy loss, multiple scattering and showering in the detector materials. Hadronic
interactions are simulated with the GHEISHA program [21]. Time dependent ineciencies of the
dierent subdetectors are also taken into account in the simulation procedure.
3 Event reconstruction
Leptons (` = e, µ, τ) and hadronic jets are reconstructed as follows. An electron is dened
as an electromagnetic shower, with energy greater than 1 GeV, matched with a track in the
central chamber. Muon identication requires a track in the muon chambers matched with
a track in the central chamber. Hadronic tau decays are reconstructed from narrow isolated
hadronic jets with energy greater than 2 GeV and one to three associated tracks. The tau energy
must be contained in a cone of 10 half-opening angle around the jet direction. No additional
tracks and no more than two additional calorimetric clusters are required in a further cone
of 30 half-opening angle. The ratio of the energies in the two cones has to be less than
3
2.0. Remaining clusters and tracks are classied as hadrons. Jets are reconstructed with the
DURHAM algorithm [22]. The jet resolution parameter ymn is dened as the ycut value at
which the event conguration changes from n to m jets. Njets8 is the number of jets clustered
with ycut xed and equal to 0.008. The acollinearity (θacol) and acoplanarity (θacop) angles are
calculated by forcing hadronic and leptonic objects in every event into exactly two jets. At least
one time of flight measurement has to be consistent with the beam crossing to reject cosmic
rays.
4 λijk Analysis
Table 2 shows the possible topologies arising when the λijk couplings dominate. The dierent
selections can be classied into four categories as follows: 2` + E/, 4` + E/, 6`, ( 4) ` plus
possible jets and E/. E/ (missing energy) indicates nal state neutrinos escaping detection.
After a common preselection, a dedicated selection is developed for each group, taking into
account lepton flavours, particle boosts and virtual W and Z decay products.
Direct decays Selections
e+e−! ~χ0m ~χ0n ! ````νν 4 ` + E/
e+e−! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ! `````` 6 `
````νν 4 ` + E/
``νννν 2 ` + E/
e+e−! ~`+R ~`−R ! `ν`ν 2 ` + E/
e+e−! ~ν~ν ! ```` 4 ` + E/
Indirect decays
e+e−! ~χ0m ~χ0n(n2) ! cascades ( 4) ` + (jets) + E/
e+e−! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ! ~χ01(2) ~χ01(2)WW ( 4) ` + (jets) + E/
e+e−! ~`+R ~`−R ! ``````νν ( 4) ` + (jets) + E/
e+e−! ~ν~ν ! ````νννν 4 ` + E/
Table 2: Processes considered in the λijk coupling analysis and corresponding selections. ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n
indicates neutralino pair-production with m = 1, 2 and n = 1, .., 4. \Cascades" refers to all
possible nal state combinations of Table 1.
Events are preselected by requiring at least two charged leptons (Ne,µ,τ), to reject qq events
and hadronic W+W− and ZZ decays. Events have to contain at least 3 charged tracks (Ntracks)
and 4 calorimetric clusters (Nclusters) in order to remove e
+e− ! e+e−, µ+µ− and purely leptonic
τ+τ− and W+W− decays. The visible energy (Evis) is required to be less than 90% of
p
s, in
order to reject background from lepton pair-production. If the number of tracks is at least 5,
the cut on the visible energy is not applied, otherwise it would suppress signal events with six
charged leptons. Back-to-back events, in particular τ+τ−, are reduced by requiring y34 to be
greater than 0.0002. For low multiplicity signal events belonging to the 2` + E/ topologies, the
following cuts are applied: events must have at least 2 and less than 6 tracks, between 2 and
15 calorimetric clusters, the visible energy has to be less than 60% of
p
s and Njets8 has to be
at least 2. In this case, the preselection requirement on y34 is not applied. In addition, for the
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2` + E/ topologies, the acollinearity and acoplanarity angles are required to be below 176 in
order to reject `+`− background.
Untagged two-photon interactions are removed by requiring the visible energy to be greater
than 20% of
p
s. The polar angle (θmiss) of the missing momentum vector has to be between 15

and 165. Background from two-photon interactions is further reduced by requiring the missing
transverse momentum (pTmiss) to be greater than 7 GeV. Tagged two-photon interactions are
rejected by requiring the sum of the energies measured in the small angle calorimeters between
1.5 and 9.0 to be less than 10 GeV.
After the preselection is applied, 995 events are selected in the data sample and 984  6
events are expected from Standard Model processes, of which 398 are from W+W−, 136 from
W eν decays and 258 from qq events. Figure 1 shows the number of leptons, acollinearity,
normalised visible energy and ln(y34) distributions after the preselection. The data are in good
agreement with the Monte Carlo expectations.
The four groups of nal selections are shown in Tables 10 to 13 of Appendix A. The
eciencies are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. Here and in the following sections we discuss
only the results obtained for those choices of the generation indices which give the lowest
selection eciencies. In this way, the quoted results will be conservatively valid for any ijk
combination. In the case of direct R-parity violating decays, the eciencies are estimated for
dierent mass values of the pair-produced supersymmetric particles. In the case of indirect
decays, the eciencies are estimated for dierent masses and M ranges. M is dened as
the mass dierence Msusy−Mχ˜01 , where Msusy can assume dierent values according to the type
of supersymmetric particle whose decay is considered.
In the case of direct neutralino or chargino decays, the lowest eciencies are found for
λijk = λ133, due to the presence of taus in the nal state. The eciencies increase with the
neutralino or chargino mass. At high masses (greater than 50 GeV), six fermions are expected
to be isotropically produced and can be disentangled from W pair-production background
events. For low masses, the signal signatures look like back-to-back jet events and the selection
eciencies are smaller due to cuts to reduce the dominant background coming from the two-
fermion processes. In addition, the eciencies obtained for low masses are higher for charginos
than for neutralinos due to the contribution of the six charged lepton nal state.
For indirect chargino decays and for a chargino mass of 94 GeV, the eciencies decrease
with increasing M . At high M , the signal signatures are very similar to those of W pair-
production. For Mχ˜0m +Mχ˜0n = 188 GeV, the eciencies of the process e
+e− ! ~χ0m ~χ0n (m = 1, 2,
n = 2, 3, 4) decrease slightly with increasing M .
In the case of pair-production of scalar charged leptons, followed by direct decays via λijk,
the nal state contains two leptons plus missing energy. The lepton flavours are given by the
indices i and j, independently of the value of k, as shown in Table 1. The lowest selection
eciency is found for λijk = λ12k, i.e. for events with electrons and/or muons in the nal state.
This is due to the fact that it is necessary, in order to reject a potential large background from
lepton pair-production, to select events with at least 3 calorimetric clusters and with visible
energy below 55% of
p
s (Table 11). For this reason, events with lower multiplicity coming from
λ12k mediated decays are selected with lower eciency. The eciency increases with increasing
scalar lepton mass.
Direct decays of scalar neutrinos provide four leptons in the nal state. In this case we have
used the 4` + E/ and ( 4) `+ (jets) +E/ selections, without developing a dedicated one, since
these selections provide, also for 4` events, a good analysis sensitivity comparable to that of the
dedicated selections for scalar electrons, muons and taus. Events with scalar neutrino decays
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into electrons and muons are thus selected with lower eciency than events with decays into
taus. In particular, the smallest eciency is obtained for λ121, which can give rise to the decays
~νe ! µ−e+ and ~νµ ! e−e+. This eect is due to the selection requirements on the energy in
the electromagnetic calorimeter, which are optimized for selecting events with 4` + E/.
Indirect decays of charged scalar leptons (~`+R
~`−
R ! `+`− ~χ01 ~χ01) provide six leptons plus missing
energy in the nal state. The events are selected by means of the ( 4) `+ (jets) +E/ selections.
Table 4 shows the eciencies for scalar electron, muon and tau pair-production, for dierent
values of M = M˜`
R
− Mχ˜01 . For large values of M the selection eciencies are smaller
for ~e+R~e
−
R than for the other channels because of the cut on the energy in the electromagnetic
calorimeter.
Indirect decays of scalar neutrinos (~ν~ν ! νν ~χ01 ~χ01) are selected by the 4` + E/ selections.
The eciency decreases with increasing M , when the two additional neutrinos can carry a
relevant fraction of the total energy.
Direct decays Mass values
Coupling Process M = 5{20 GeV M = 25{50 GeV M=55{94 GeV
λ133 ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n 4%{13% 21%{35% 41%{51%
λ133 ~χ
+
1 ~χ
−
1 8%{10% 15%{36% 43%{45%
λ0311 ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n, ~χ
+
1 ~χ
−
1 6%{17% 19%{28% 21%{26%
λ00212 ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n, ~χ
+
1 ~χ
−
1 { 29%{38% 35%{54%
Indirect decays M values
Coupling Process M = 5{20 GeV M = 25{50 GeV M = 55{80 GeV
λ133 ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n(n2) 50%{51% 48%{50% 42%{46%
λ133 ~χ
+
1 ~χ
−
1 47%{59% 33%{43% 14%{27%
λ0311 ~χ
+
1 ~χ
−
1 25%{28% 29%{30% 17%{23%
λ00212 ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n(n2) 55%{59% 59%{60% 47%{53%
λ00212 ~χ
+
1 ~χ
−
1 54%{62% 60%{66% 43%{56%
Table 3: Eciency ranges for neutralino and chargino production. ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n indicates neutralino
pair-production with m = 1, 2 and n = 1, .., 4. The eciencies correspond to Mχ˜0m + Mχ˜0n =
188 GeV. For direct decays the lowest mass values considered are Mχ˜01 = 5 GeV and Mχ˜±1 = 15
GeV for λ133, M = 15 GeV for λ
0
311 and Mχ˜01 = 20 GeV and Mχ˜±1 = 45 GeV for λ
00
212. For direct
neutralino decays we quote the ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 eciencies. In the case of indirect decays the chargino
selection eciencies correspond to Mχ˜±1 = 94 GeV.
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Direct decays Mass values
Coupling Process M = 5{20 GeV M = 25{50 GeV M=55{94 GeV
λ12k ~`
+
R
~`−
R { { 8%{18%
λ121 ~ν~ν { { 6%{8%
λ0311 ~e
+
R~e
−
R * { 14%{16% 18%{22%
λ00212 ~e
+
R~e
−
R * { 32%{38% 35%{54%
λ00212 ~µ
+
R~µ
−
R * { 32%{38% 35%{54%
λ00212 ~τ
+
R ~τ
−
R * { 32%{38% 15%{44%
Indirect decays M values
Coupling Process M = 5{20 GeV M = 25{50 GeV M = 55{80 GeV
λ133 ~e
+
R~e
−
R 74%{74% 50%{63% 26%{38%
λ133 ~µ
+
R~µ
−
R 82%{84% 76%{84% 65%{72%
λ133 ~τ
+
R ~τ
−
R 66%{72% 67%{73% 57%{65%
λ133 ~ν~ν 52%{52% 39%{49% 28%{37%
λ0311 ~e
+
R~e
−
R 30%{60% 50%{60% 60%{76%
λ00212 ~e
+
R~e
−
R 37%{63% 66%{69% 45%{62%
λ00212 ~µ
+
R~µ
−
R 29%{51% 54%{57% 34%{50%
λ00212 ~τ
+
R ~τ
−
R 56%{66% 39%{62% 15%{16%
Table 4: Eciency ranges for scalar lepton production. In the case of direct decays the lowest
mass value considered is M˜`
R
= 54 GeV for λ12k, Mν˜ = 54 GeV for λ121, Me˜R = 45 GeV for λ
0
311
and M˜`
R
= 30 GeV for λ00212. For the processes marked with * we refer to four-body decays,
as described in Sections 5 and 6. For indirect decays the scalar lepton selection eciencies
correspond to M˜`
R
(Mν˜) = 94 GeV.
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5 λ0ijk Analysis
Table 5 shows the topologies arising when the λ0ijk couplings dominate, as well as the dierent
nal states, classied into ve categories. The quark flavour composition is given by the j and
k generation indices of the dominant λ0ijk coupling. After a common preselection, a dedicated
selection is developed for each group, taking into account lepton flavours and charge, particle
boosts and virtual Z and W decay products.
Direct decays Selections
e+e−! ~χ0m ~χ0n ! qqqq `` 4 jets + 2 `
qqqq `ν 4 jets + ` + E/
qqqq νν 4 jets + E/
e+e−! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ! qqqq `` 4 jets + 2 `
qqqq `ν 4 jets + ` + E/
qqqq νν 4 jets + E/
Indirect decays
e+e−! ~χ0m ~χ0n(n2) ! cascades multijets (+ leptons) (+ E/)
e+e−! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ! ~χ01(2) ~χ01(2)WW multijets (+ leptons) (+ E/)
e+e−! ~e+R~e−R ! ~χ01 ~χ01 ee 4 jets + 2{4 ` (+ E/)
Table 5: Processes considered in the λ0ijk coupling analysis and corresponding selections. For
masses below 50 GeV or small M values not all jets in the event can be resolved. ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n
indicates neutralino pair-production with m = 1, 2 and n = 1, .., 4. \Cascades" refers to all
possible nal state combinations of Table 1.
Events are preselected by requiring at least 4 charged tracks and 5 calorimetric clusters
in order to remove e+e− ! e+e−, µ+µ− and purely leptonic τ+τ− and W+W− decays. For
centre-of-mass energies above the Z peak a large fraction of background events contains a hard
initial state radiation (ISR) photon. In order to remove these events the polar angle of the
missing momentum has to be between 7 and 173.
Untagged two-photon interactions are removed by requiring the energy in a cone of 12
half-opening angle around the beam axis not to exceed 20% of the total visible energy. In
addition, the visible energy must be greater than 30% of
p
s. Tagged two-photon interactions
are rejected as explained in Section 4.
In this analysis no attempt is made to identify quark flavours. However, the eciency is
found to be slightly higher for events containing b quarks than for events with light quarks.
When i = 3, the decay products of the neutralino pair contain τ+τ−, τντ or ντ ντ . Since taus
are selected with lower eciency with respect to electrons or muons, this choice of the rst
generation index provides a conservative estimate for the signal eciency. The lowest selection
eciency is thus found for the choice λ0ijk = λ
0
311, that will be quoted in the following.
After the preselection is applied, 11099 events are selected in the data sample and 1102234
events are expected from Standard Model processes, of which 7677 events are from qq, 2481
from W+W− decays and 674 from hadronic two-photon interactions. Figure 2 shows the ln(y34),
thrust, normalised visible energy and polar angle of the missing momentum distributions after
the preselection. The data are in good agreement with the Monte Carlo expectations.
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The ve groups of nal selections are shown in Tables 14 to 20 of Appendix A. The lowest
selection eciencies correspond to λ0ijk = λ
0
311, and are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
In the case of neutralino and chargino direct decays the lowest selection eciency is obtained
in the intermediate mass region (for mass values around 50 GeV) where the W+W− background
can not be eciently rejected by a cut on the thrust.
For indirect chargino decays and for a chargino mass of 94 GeV the eciencies decrease for
high values of M , since in this region the signal signatures are very similar to those of W
pair-production.
In the case of dominant λ0ijk couplings, scalar leptons can decay indirectly: ~`R ! ` ~χ01 !
``qq, `νqq. The eciencies for indirect decays are listed in Table 4. Only ~e+R~e
−
R production
is considered. The eciency is highest for large M , when the two energetic electrons give a
clear signature.
Supersymmetric partners of the right-handed leptons have no direct two-body decays via
λ0ijk couplings (Table 1). However, when scalar leptons are lighter than ~χ
0
1, the four-body [3]
decay ~`R ! ``qq or ~`R ! `νqq can occur. This leads to the same nal states as those resulting
from ~`R indirect decays, but with virtual ~χ
0
1 production. Since non-resonant four-body decays
are not implemented in the generator [12], we have used the results of the indirect decay
analysis, with a procedure analogous to the one described at the end of Section 6.
6 λ00ijk Analysis
Table 6 shows the topologies arising when the λ00ijk couplings dominate. The flavour composition
depends on the generation indices. In the case of neutralino and chargino pair-production,
the dierent topologies can be classied into two groups: multijets and multijets with leptons
and/or missing energy. After a common preselection, dedicated selections are developed for each
group, depending on the particle boosts, the M values and the virtual W decay products.
The following process is also considered: e+e− ! ~`+R ~`−R ! qqqqqq`+`−, for which a third group
of selections is performed, taking into account the lepton flavour.
The preselection of the λ00ijk analysis aims at selecting well balanced hadronic events. Low
multiplicity events, such as leptonic Z and W decays, are rejected by requiring at least 13
calorimetric clusters. At least one charged track has to be present. The visible energy has to
be greater than 70% of
p
s. The energy imbalances, parallel (Epar) and perpendicular (Eperp)
to the beam direction, are required to be less than 20% of the visible energy. Unbalanced
events with an ISR photon in the beam pipe are removed by means of the requirement on the
parallel energy imbalance. In order to reject events with an ISR photon seen in the detector,
the invariant mass of the hadronic system (
p
s0) has to be greater than 80% of
p
s. In order
to remove background contributions from two-photon interactions, the energy in a cone of 12
half-opening angle around the beam axis has not to exceed 30% of the total visible energy.
Furthermore, the thrust axis is required to be well contained in the detector with a polar angle
(θT ) between 8
 and 172.
Also in this analysis no attempt is made to identify quark flavours. However, the eciency
is found to be slightly lower for events containing light quarks than for events with b quarks.
Therefore, only the results obtained by the choice λ00ijk = λ
00
212 will be quoted in the next
sections. After the preselection is applied, 5492 events are selected in the data sample and
5463  32 are expected from Standard Model processes, of which 3803 are qq and 1431 are
W+W− events. Figure 3 shows the ln(y34), thrust, ln(y45) and width of the most energetic jet
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Direct decays Selections
e+e−! ~χ0m ~χ0n ! qqqqqq multijets
e+e−! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ! qqqqqq multijets
Indirect decays
e+e−! ~χ0m ~χ0n(n2) ! qqqqqq qq multijets
qqqqqq `` multijets + lepton(s)
qqqqqq νν multijets
e+e−! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 ! qqqqqq qqqq multijets
qqqqqq qq `ν multijets + lepton(s)
qqqqqq ``νν multijets + lepton(s)
e+e−! ~`+R ~`−R ! qqqqqq `` 6 jets + 2 `
Table 6: Processes considered in the λ00ijk coupling analysis and corresponding selections. For
masses below 50 GeV or small M values not all jets in the event can be resolved. ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n
indicates neutralino pair-production with m = 1, 2 and n = 1, .., 4. For nal states with
neutrinos we use selections with no explicit missing energy requirement, because for those
topologies E/ is small.
(Wjet1) distributions after the preselection. The width of a jet is dened as p
jet
T /E
jet, where the
event is clustered into exactly two jets, ordered with decreasing energies, and pjetT is the sum of
the projections of the particle momenta on to a plane perpendicular to the jet axis. There is
good agreement between data and Monte Carlo expectations.
The three groups of nal selections are shown in Tables 21 to 23 of Appendix A. The
eciencies are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
For direct neutralino and chargino decays, the eciencies increase with increasing mass of
the supersymmetric particle. At high masses, the six quarks are expected to be isotropically
produced, while for low mass values signal events are produced back-to-back and are selected
with lower eciencies due to cuts required to reduce the dominant background coming from
the two-fermion processes.
In the case of indirect decays and for a chargino mass of 94 GeV the eciencies slightly
decrease at high values of M , where the signal signatures are very similar to those of W+W−
background. Leptons and neutrinos from virtual W decays can carry a large fraction of the
event energy when M is large, leading to lower selection eciencies.
For Mχ˜0m + Mχ˜0n = 188 GeV, the eciencies of the process e
+e− ! ~χ0m ~χ0n (m = 1, 2,
n = 2, 3, 4) decrease slightly with increasing M .
Scalar leptons can decay indirectly: ~`R ! ` ~χ01 ! `qqq. The eciencies for these indirect
decays are also listed in Table 4.
For scalar electron and scalar muon decays, the eciencies are highest for medium M =
M˜`
R
−Mχ˜01 values, where events have a high multiplicity satisfying the multijet selections and
two energetic leptons which are well identied.
Supersymmetric partners of the right-handed leptons have no direct two-body decays via
λ00ijk couplings (Table 1). However, when scalar leptons are lighter than ~χ
0
1, the four-body [3]
decay ~`R ! `qqq can occur and this provides the same nal state `qqq as that resulting from
indirect decays, but with virtual ~χ
0
1 production.
The non-resonant four-body decay is not implemented in the generator, which allows only
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scalar lepton decays via on-shell neutralino production. For this reason, we use the results of
the indirect decay analysis, performing a scan over all neutralino mass values between 0 and
M˜`
R
, for each value of M˜`
R
. The resulting lowest eciency is conservatively quoted in the
following for four-body decays. It is found in most cases for Mχ˜01 ’ M˜`R, that the resulting
low energy lepton can not be separated from a nearby jet. For scalar taus with masses above
70 GeV the lowest eciency is found for high M values, as in the case of indirect decays.
7 Model Independent Results
Table 7 and Table 8 show the number of candidates and expected background events for the
dierent selections and processes, respectively. The same process may give rise to dierent nal
states (such as chargino direct decays via λijk) or the same nal state (like \multijets") can be
present as a decay product of more than one process.
No excess of events is observed. Therefore upper limits are set on the neutralino, chargino
and scalar lepton production cross sections assuming direct or indirect R-parity violating de-
cays. Figure 4 shows the 95% condence level (C.L.) upper limits on neutralino and chargino
pair-production cross sections. The 95% C.L. upper limits on scalar lepton pair-production
cross sections are shown in Figures 5 and 6. These limits are derived by taking into account
the estimated background contamination. Systematic uncertainties on the signal eciency are
dominated by Monte Carlo statistics. The typical relative error is 5% and it is taken into
account in the calculations of the signal upper limits [24].
8 Interpretation in the MSSM
The results are also interpreted as excluded regions in the MSSM parameter space. In the
MSSM framework, neutralino and chargino masses, couplings and cross sections depend on the
gaugino mass parameter, M2, the higgsino mass mixing parameter, µ, the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, tan β, and the common mass of the scalar particles
at the GUT scale, m0. Therefore the excluded regions in the (M2, µ) plane are a function of the
values of m0 and tan β. The results presented in this section are obtained performing a scan
over 0  M2  1000 GeV, −500 GeV  µ  500 GeV, 0  m0  500 GeV and 0.7  tanβ  40.
They do not depend on the value of the trilinear coupling in the Higgs sector, A.
A point in the MSSM parameter space is excluded if the total number of expected events is
greater than the combined upper limit at 95% C.L. on the number of signal events. Neutralino,
chargino and scalar lepton analyses are combined since several processes can occur at a given
point.
In addition to the limits obtained with this analysis, we take into account the constraints
from the L3 cross section measurements at the Z pole. A point in the MSSM parameter space
is excluded at 95% C.L. by Z lineshape measurements if:
(
σSUSY
σZ
) ΓZ > ΓLIM , (3)
where σSUSY is the sum of the pair-production cross sections of supersymmetric particles at
the Z pole, calculated with SUSYGEN. σZ is the measured total Z cross section, ΓZ and ΓLIM =
22 MeV are the measured total Z width and the 95% C.L. upper limit on possible non-Standard
Model contributions to the total Z width [23].
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Coupling Selection Nback Ndata
λijk 4` + E/ 2.0  0.2 3
( 4) `+ (jets) +E/ 3.8  0.3 2
2` + E/ 18  1 18
6` 0.26  0.05 0
λ0ijk 4 jets + 2τ 30.0  0.7 26
4 jets + E/ 28.9  0.8 31
4 jets + τ + E/ 29.4  1.2 25
Multijets + lepton(s) 6.1  0.2 8
Multijets + E/ 65  1 68
Multijets + lepton(s) + E/ 11.7  0.2 10
Multijets 194  1 187
Scalar leptons 26.4  0.6 27
λ00ijk Multijets (Mχ˜01 = 20{30 GeV) 47  1 42
Multijets (Mχ˜01 = 30{40 GeV) 79  1 81
Multijets (Mχ˜01 = 40{50 GeV) 48.1  0.9 47
Multijets (Mχ˜01 = 50{60 GeV) 98  1 100
Multijets 194  1 187
Multijets + lepton(s) (Semileptonic) 1.6  0.2 3
Multijets + lepton(s) (Leptonic) 3.2  0.1 3
Scalar leptons 154  1 157
Table 7: Number of observed data (Ndata) and expected background (Nback) events for the
dierent selections. A process can give rise to several topologies, or the same topology may
occur in more than one nal state. The error on the expected background is due to Monte
Carlo statistics.
Coupling Process Nback Ndata
λijk ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 2.0  0.2 3
~χ0m ~χ
0
n 5.8  0.4 5
~χ+1 ~χ
−
1 (indirect) 3.8  0.3 2
~χ+1 ~χ
−
1 (direct) 20  1 21
~`+
R
~`−
R (direct) 18  1 18
~ν~ν 5.8  0.4 5
λ0ijk ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 77  2 70
~χ+1 ~χ
−
1 262  2 257
~e+R~e
−
R 26.4  0.6 27
λ00ijk ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 357  3 353
~χ+1 ~χ
−
1 197  1 193
~`+
R
~`−
R 154  1 157
Table 8: Number of observed data (Ndata) and expected background (Nback) events for the
dierent processes. Details on the selection of each topology are given in Table 7. The error
on the expected background is due to Monte Carlo statistics.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the excluded regions at 95% C.L. in the (M2, µ) plane for tanβ =p
2 and m0 = 500 GeV, and for tanβ = 40 and m0 = 70 GeV. Some regions beyond the
chargino kinematic limit are excluded at large m0 and low tan β values by the ~χ
0
m ~χ
0
n(n2)
analyses (Figure 7) and at low m0 by the ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 analyses (Figure 8).
8.1 Lightest scalar lepton ˜`R as LSP
For 0  m0 < 50 GeV and 1  tanβ <2 the lightest scalar lepton, the supersymmetric partner
of the right-handed electron, can be the LSP. In this region, in the presence of dominant λijk
coupling, the decay chain ~χ
0
1 ! `~`R ! ``ν leads to the same nal states as those arising from
neutralino direct R-parity violating decays, so that the analysis is ecient also when the lightest
scalar lepton is the LSP.
When the λ0ijk or λ
00
ijk couplings dominate, the decays ~χ
0
1 ! `~`R ! ```(ν)qq or ~χ01 ! `~`R !
``qqq occur, respectively. Those ve-body decays are not implemented in SUSYGEN. However,
since in this region ~`R is lighter than ~χ
0
1, we can take into account the scalar lepton decays
~`
R ! ``(ν)qq or ~`R ! `qqq, as described at the end of Sections 5 and 6.
8.2 Mass Limits
Figure 9 shows the 95% C.L. lower limits on neutralino and scalar lepton masses as a function
of tan β. The ~χ
0
1 and ~χ
0
2 mass limits are shown for m0 = 500 GeV and the ~`R ones for m0 = 0.
At low m0 (m0  70 GeV), neutralino and scalar lepton pair-production is enhanced, allowing
to obtain better results also at low values of tanβ. For high m0 values, these contributions are
suppressed and the mass limit is given by the chargino exclusion. The absolute minimum on
the scalar lepton mass is found at m0 = 0. For low m0 values the dierent contributions depend
on tan β, since the ~`R can be the LSP for low tanβ values (tan β < 2) and therefore only the
scalar lepton analysis contributes to the limit in this region. For higher values of tanβ, ~χ
0
1 is
the LSP, and the lower limit on the scalar lepton mass is mainly given by the ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 exclusion
contours. As an example, Figure 10a and 10b show the 95% C.L. lower limits on the mass of
the supersymmetric partner of the right-handed electron for tanβ = 1 and 2, respectively.
The minima on the 95% C.L. lower mass limits shown in Figure 9 correspond to the absolute
minima from the complete scan on M2, µ, m0 and tan β. The absolute limit on M˜`R is found
at tanβ = 0.7 in the case of λijk and λ
0
ijk and at tanβ = 1.4 for λ
00
ijk. The dierence is due to
the lower cross-section upper limit of λ00ijk for scalar lepton direct decays (Figure 5), since for
λijk and λ
0
ijk the limit on M˜`R is found when the
~`
R is the LSP. Figure 11 shows similar mass
limits for m0 = 50 GeV. The chargino mass limit is almost independent of tanβ, being close
to the kinematic limit for any value of tan β and m0.
We derive lower limits at 95% C.L. on the neutralino, chargino and scalar lepton masses, as
detailed in Table 9. All analysis contributions (neutralino, chargino and scalar lepton searches)
are taken into account simultaneously under the assumption of gaugino and scalar masses
unication at the GUT scale.
Identical scalar lepton mass limits are obtained even without the assumption of common
scalar masses at the GUT scale. For λijk and λ
0
ijk the present bounds on the scalar lepton
masses are found in the case in which the ~`R is the LSP. For λ
00
ijk this happens when the
~`
R
and ~χ
0
1 are nearly degenerate in mass. In both cases the neutralino analyses give the main
contribution to the exclusion in the regions of the parameter space around the limit. The
remaining sensitivity is due to searches for direct slepton decays via λijk. As these searches are
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equally sensitive to scalar electron, muon or tau signals as shown in Figure 5, the limits are
unchanged.
Particle Mass λijk λ
0
ijk λ
00
ijk
Mχ˜01 32.6 GeV 32.5 GeV 32.5 GeV
Mχ˜02 69.5 GeV 68.0 GeV 68.0 GeV
Mχ˜03 99.3 GeV 99.0 GeV 99.0 GeV
Mχ˜±1 94.3 GeV 93.8 GeV 93.8 GeV
M˜`
R
75.9 GeV 68.8 GeV 77.5 GeV
Mν˜ 141.2 GeV − −
Table 9: Lower limits at 95% C.L. on the masses of the supersymmetric particles considered in
this analysis. The limits on M˜`
R
hold for ~eR, ~µR and ~τR.
The search for R-parity violating decays of supersymmetric particles reaches at least the
same sensitivity as in the R-parity conserving case [6]. Therefore, the supersymmetry limits
obtained at LEP are independent of R-parity conservation assumptions.
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A Selection details
Dedicated selections are performed to maximize a priori the analysis sensitivity 1/σ95, using
Monte Carlo signal and background events, where σ95 is given by [25]:
σ95 =
1
ε
1∑
n=0
cn(b)Pb (n). (4)
Here ε is the signal selection eciency, Pb (n) is the Poisson probability to observe n events
with an expected background of b events and cn(b) are the 95% C.L. Bayesian upper limits on
the signal expectation values.
In Tables 10 to 23 we summarize all selections. In addition to the variables described in
Sections 4, 5 and 6, we apply cuts on the following variables:
 λijk:
– event thrust,
– sum of the energies measured in the low angle calorimeters (Luminosity monitor and
Active Lead Ring) covering the polar angle region between 1.5 and 9.0 (Elum+Ealr),
– energy in the electromagnetic (Ebgo) and hadronic calorimeters (Ehcal),
– energy (E`n) of the n identied leptons.
 λ0ijk:
– energy in a cone of 12 half-opening angle around the beam axis (Ev12),
– sphericity,
– probability (Prob(χ2WW , 5) or Prob(χ
2
ZZ, 5)) that the reconstructed invariant mass,
after a 5C t, is consistent with W+W− or ZZ pair-production,
– energy (E`20) in a cone of 20
 half-opening angle around the direction of the lepton
candidate, calculated subtracting the lepton energy,
– jet invariant masses (Mjet1 and Mjet2).
 λ00ijk:
– jet widths
– E`20.
The cut values are chosen according to the procedure described above. In particular, the
selection criteria for the variables marked with * are optimized simultaneously.
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Figure 1: Data and Monte Carlo distributions of a) the number of leptons, b) acollinearity, c)
the normalised visible energy and d) ln(y34) after the λijk preselection. The solid histograms
show the expectations for Standard Model processes at
p
s = 189 GeV. The dotted and dashed
histograms show two examples of signal, with dominant coupling λ133. The dotted histograms
represent the process e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ01, for Mχ˜01 = 94 GeV, corresponding to ve hundred times
the luminosity of the data. The dashed ones represent e+e− ! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 , with Mχ˜±1 = 94 GeV and
M = Mχ˜±1 −Mχ˜01 = 40 GeV, corresponding to twenty times the luminosity.
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Figure 2: Data and Monte Carlo distributions of a) ln(y34), b) thrust, c) normalised visible
energy and d) polar angle of the missing momentum after the λ0ijk preselection. The solid
histograms show the expectations for Standard Model processes at
p
s = 189 GeV. The dashed
and dotted histograms show two examples of signal, with coupling λ0311. The dashed histograms
represent the process e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ01 ! 4 jets νν, with Mχ˜01 = 15 GeV, corresponding to thirty
times the luminosity of the data. The dotted ones represent e+e− ! ~χ+1 ~χ−1 , with Mχ˜±1 = 94 GeV
and M = Mχ˜±1 −Mχ˜01 = 55 GeV, with subsequent ~χ
0
1 ~χ
0
1 decays into 4 jets νν, corresponding
to one hundred times the luminosity.
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Figure 3: Data and Monte Carlo distributions of a) ln(y34), b) thrust, c) ln(y45) and d) width of
the most energetic jet after the λ00ijk preselection. The solid histograms show the expectations
for Standard Model processes at
p
s = 189 GeV. The dashed and dotted histograms show two
examples of signal, with dominant coupling λ00212, corresponding to decays into c, d and s quarks.
The dashed histograms represent the process e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ01, with Mχ˜01 = 94 GeV, corresponding
to one thousand times the luminosity of the data. The dotted ones represent the same process,
with Mχ˜01 = 30 GeV, corresponding to fteen times the luminosity.
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Figure 4: 95% C.L. upper limits on: a) the neutralino pair-production cross section as a
function of the neutralino mass; the chargino pair-production cross section b) as a function of
the chargino mass, in the direct decay mode and c) as a function of M = Mχ˜±1 −Mχ˜01 , for
Mχ˜±1 = 94 GeV, in the indirect decay mode. The solid lines show the limits obtained by the
λ133 analysis, the dotted lines show those obtained by the λ
0
311 analysis and the dashed lines
show those obtained by the λ00212 analysis.
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Figure 5: 95% C.L. upper limits on the scalar lepton pair-production cross section, in the direct
decay mode, as a function of the scalar lepton mass for: a) λijk, b) λ
0
ijk and c) λ
00
ijk. The solid
lines show the limits obtained by the λ12k analysis for scalar electrons, muons and taus and by
the λ121 analysis for scalar neutrinos. The dashed line shows the limit obtained by the λ
0
311
analysis for scalar electrons. The dotted lines show those obtained by the λ00212 analysis for
scalar electrons, muons and taus.
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Figure 6: 95% C.L. upper limits on the scalar lepton pair-production cross section, in the
indirect decay mode, for M˜`
R
= 94 GeV and as a function of M = M˜`
R
−Mχ˜01 , for: a) λijk, b)
λ0ijk and c) λ
00
ijk. The solid lines show the limits obtained by the λ133 analysis for scalar leptons.
The dashed line shows the limit obtained by the λ0311 analysis for scalar electrons. The dotted
lines show those obtained by the λ00212 analysis for scalar electrons, muons and taus.
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Figure 7: Exclusion regions at 95% C.L. for a) λ133, b) λ
0
311 and c) λ
00
212, for tanβ =
p
2 and
m0 = 500 GeV. The darker region is excluded by the Z lineshape measurements and the lighter
region by the present analyses. The black solid lines indicate the chargino kinematic limit. The
regions beyond the kinematic limit are excluded by neutralino analyses.
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Figure 8: Exclusion regions at 95% C.L. for a) λ133, b) λ
0
311 and c) λ
00
212, for tan β = 40 and
m0 = 70 GeV. The darker region is excluded by the Z lineshape measurements and the lighter
region by the present analyses. The black solid lines indicate the chargino kinematic limit. The
regions beyond the kinematic limit are excluded by neutralino analyses.
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Figure 9: The solid, dashed and dotted lines, labelled with the corresponding coupling, show
the 95% C.L. lower limits on the masses of a) ~χ
0
1, b) ~χ
0
2 and c) ~`R, as a function of tanβ, for
0  M2  1000 GeV and −500 GeV  µ  500 GeV. m0 = 500 GeV in a) and b) and m0 = 0
in c).
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Figure 10: 95% C.L. exclusion contours in the (M2 , m0) plane, for µ < 0 and tanβ = 1 (a) or
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lower limits on M2 as a function of m0. The contributions from scalar lepton, neutralino and
chargino searches are included.
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Figure 11: The solid, dashed and dotted lines, labelled with the corresponding coupling, show
the 95% C.L. lower limits on the masses of a) ~χ
0
1, b) ~χ
0
2 and c) ~`R, as a function of tanβ, for
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λijk : 4` + E/
Low mass values ( 25 GeV) High mass values ( 25 GeV)
` = e, µ only ` = τ ` = e, µ only ` = τ
Ne,µ  2 −  2 −
Ne,µ,τ −  3 −  3
Ntracks 4 4 { 6 3 { 4 3 { 8
Nclusters 4 { 8 4 { 16 4 { 8 6 { 24
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 10 < 10 < 10 < 10
Ebgo (GeV) < 150 > 20 < 100 −
Ehcal (GeV) < 10 < 15 < 10 −
Evis/
p
s 0.20 { 0.90 0.20 { 0.60 0.20 { 0.90 0.20 { 0.60
pTmiss (GeV) > 7 > 7 > 7 > 7
* Thrust − − < 0.947 < 0.918
* sin(θmiss) > 0.277 > 0.486 > 0.430 > 0.436
* θacol (rad) < 3.107 < 3.135 < 3.035 < 2.952
* θacop (rad) < 3.107 − < 3.050 < 3.044
* y34 0.0002 { 0.0018 0.0002 { 0.0020 > 0.00060 > 0.00056
Table 10: Cut values of the 4` + E/ selections, for nal states with at least one τ or with ` =
e, µ only. Topologies with four leptons plus missing energy result from neutralino, chargino
and scalar neutrino decays, as detailed in Table 2. Dierent selection criteria are developed
according to the mass values of the pair-produced supersymmetric particles.
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λijk : 2` + E/ and 6`
2` + E/ 6`
` = e, µ, τ ` = e, µ, τ
Ne,µ,τ = 2  4
Ntracks 2 { 4 5 { 11
Nclusters 3 { 5 6 { 18
Njets8 = 2 −
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 10 < 10
Ebgo (GeV) − 15 { 125
E`1 (GeV) 30 { 60 −
E`1 + E
`
2(GeV) > 40 −
Evis/
p
s 0.25 { 0.55 0.30 { 1.20
pTmiss (GeV) > 7 > 7
* Thrust − < 0.971
* sin(θmiss) > 0.278 > 0.314
* θacol (rad) < 2.903 −
* θacop (rad) < 2.904 −
* y34 − > 0.0009
Table 11: Selection criteria of the 2` + E/ and 6` selections. Topologies with two leptons plus
missing energy arise from chargino and scalar lepton direct decays, as shown in Table 2. Six
lepton topologies result from chargino direct decays. Inclusive selection criteria are developed
for nal states with ` = e, µ or τ .
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λijk : ( 4) ` + (jets) +E/ , with ` = e, µ only
M  20 GeV M = 20 { 50 GeV M  50 GeV
Ne,µ  2  2  2
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 10 < 10 < 10
Ebgo (GeV) < 110 < 110 < 110
pTmiss (GeV) > 7 > 7 > 7
* Thrust < 0.961 <0.878 <0.811
* sin(θmiss) > 0.259 > 0.362 > 0.389
* θacol (rad) < 3.044 < 3.112 < 2.998
* θacop (rad) < 3.139 < 3.136 < 3.065
* y34 > 0.0026 > 0.0109 > 0.0118
hadronic mixed leptonic hadronic mixed leptonic
Ntracks 5 { 11 12 { 26 8 { 17 5 { 8 18 { 28 8 { 22 5 { 6
Nclusters 6 { 26 35 { 52 18 { 40 6 { 12 38 { 60 20 { 42 6 { 11
Evis/
p
s 0.30{0.90 0.50{0.85 0.40{0.85 0.35{0.75 0.60{0.90 0.45{0.80 0.30{0.75
Table 12: Cut values of the ( 4) `+ (jets) +E/ selections, for nal states with ` = e, µ only. Topologies with multileptons plus possible
jets and missing energy result from neutralino, chargino and scalar lepton indirect decays, as presented in Table 2. Dierent selection
criteria are developed depending on the mass dierences M = Mχ˜±1 −Mχ˜01 , Mχ˜0n −Mχ˜01 or M˜`R −Mχ˜01 . For large and medium M
three selections are applied according to the virtual W-pair decays into hadronic, mixed or leptonic nal states.
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λijk : ( 4) `+ (jets) +E/ , with ` = τ
M  20 GeV M  20 GeV
Ne,µ,τ  3  3
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 10 < 10
pTmiss (GeV) > 7 > 7
* Thrust < 0.991 <0.832
* sin(θmiss) > 0.396 > 0.464
* θacol (rad) < 3.058 < 3.092
* θacop (rad) − < 3.140
* y34 > 0.0018 > 0.0141
hadronic and mixed leptonic
Ntracks 6 { 12 8 { 25 5 { 12
Nclusters 6 { 32 20 { 52 8 { 24
Evis/
p
s 0.30{0.65 0.30{0.70 0.30{0.70
Table 13: Selection criteria of the ( 4) `+ (jets) +E/ selections, for nal states with at least
one τ . Topologies with multileptons plus possible jets and missing energy arise from neutralino,
chargino and scalar lepton indirect decays, as listed in Table 2. Dierent selection criteria are
developed depending on the mass dierences M = Mχ˜±1 −Mχ˜01, Mχ˜0n−Mχ˜01 or M˜`R−Mχ˜01. For
M greater than 20 GeV, three selections are applied according to the virtual W-pair decays
into hadronic and mixed or leptonic nal states.
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λ0ijk : 4 jets + 2τ
Low masses Medium masses High masses
( 30 GeV) (35{50 GeV) ( 55 GeV)
Ev12/Evis < 0.20
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 1
W mass window reject if 70 GeV< Mqq < 95 GeV and 70 GeV< M`ν < 90 GeV
Ntracks 8{29 5{34 13{38
Nclusters 16{63 24{73 43{94
Njets8 { {  4
Ne,µ,τ  1  1  2
Emiss/
p
s < 0.33 < 0.35 < 0.24
Prob(χ2WW , 5) { < 0.5 < 0.3
Prob(χ2ZZ , 5) { { < 0.3
Sphericity 0.003{0.3 < 0.42 0.1{0.81
Wjet1 0.04{0.36  0.1  0.1
Wjet2 0.04{0.36  0.1 {
jMjet1 −Mjet2j (GeV) <24 { {
θacol (rad) { <3.09 {
Ebgo/
p
s 0.1{0.7 0.2{0.6 0.2{0.6
Ehcal/
p
s 0.05{0.4 0.05{0.3 0.05{0.35
* Thrust 0.94{0.99 0.83{0.98 0.61{0.83
* ln(y34) > −6.18 > −5.55 > −4.73
* sin(θmiss) > 0.24 > 0.67 > 0.66
* Evis/
p
s 0.59{0.89 0.67{0.95 0.69{0.88
* θacop (rad) < 3.139 <3.093 < 3.136
Table 14: Values of the selection requirements for the \4 jets + 2 taus" selections. These nal
states arise from neutralino decays via λ0 coupling, as shown in Table 5.
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λ0ijk : 4 jets + τ + E/
Low masses Medium masses High masses
( 30 GeV) (35{50 GeV) ( 55 GeV)
Ev12/Evis < 0.20
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 1
Ne,µ,τ  1
W mass window reject if 70 GeV< Mqq < 95 GeV and 70 GeV< M`ν < 90 GeV
Ntracks 5{29 6{38 19{42
Nclusters 15{65 20{77 43{97
Emiss/
p
s <0.37 <0.42 0.08{0.34
Prob(χ2WW , 5) <0.8 <0.16 <0.17
Prob(χ2ZZ , 5) <0.4 { <0.5
Sphericity <0.2 <0.46 0.08{0.8
Wjet1 0.03{0.4 0.04{0.65  0.2
Wjet2 0.03{0.5 0.04{0.65  0.05
jMjet1 −Mjet2j (GeV) <28 { {
Ebgo/
p
s 0.1{0.66 0.13{0.66 0.21{0.56
Ehcal/
p
s 0.03{0.41 0.03{0.41 <0.40
* Thrust 0.95{0.99 0.84{0.99 0.60{0.85
* ln(y34) > −7.54 > −6.74 > −4.89
* sin(θmiss) >0.35 >0.68 >0.47
* Evis/
p
s 0.63{0.92 0.67{0.84 0.62{0.82
* θacop (rad) <3.05 <3.02 {
Table 15: Cut values of the \4 jets + τ +E/" selections. These nal states arise from neutralino
decays via λ0 coupling, as detailed in Table 5.
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λ0ijk : 4 jets + E/
Low masses Medium masses High masses
( 30 GeV) (35{50 GeV) ( 55 GeV)
Ev12/Evis < 0.20
Elum + Ealr (GeV) < 1
Njets8 { {  3
Ne,µ,τ  1
W mass window reject if 70 GeV< Mqq < 95 GeV and 70 GeV< M`ν < 90 GeV
Ntracks 4{31 6{33 14{41
Nclusters 10{64 18{74 43{99
Emiss/
p
s <0.41 <0.41 0.08{0.43
Prob(χ2WW , 5) { { <0.1
Sphericity <0.3 <0.52 0.05{0.78
Wjet1 0.02{0.4 0.04{0.65  0.35
Wjet2 0.01{0.6 0.04{0.75  0.07
jMjet1 −Mjet2j (GeV) <25 { {
Ebgo/
p
s 0.08{0.57 0.11{0.57 0.11{0.57
Ehcal/
p
s 0.04{0.42 0.02{0.37 0.02{0.37
* Thrust >0.95 0.91{0.97 0.55{0.92
* ln(y34) > −8.63 > −6.40 > −4.74
* sin(θmiss) >0.66 >0.47 >0.62
* Evis/
p
s 0.61{0.80 0.35{0.79 0.35{0.79
* θacop (rad) <3.07 <3.05 <3.
Table 16: Values of the selection requirements for the \4 jets + E/" selections. These nal states
follow from neutralino decays via λ0 coupling, as listed in Table 5.
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λ0ijk : multijets + leptons
Nclusters  13
Ntracks  10
Ev12/Evis < 0.30
sin(θT ) >0.139
Epar/Evis <0.5
Eperp/Evis <0.2
Njets8  3
Evis/
p
s  0.7
sin(θmiss) >0.139
Ne,µ  2, one isolated (E`20 < 1 GeV, Elepton > 5 GeV)
Mχ˜±1 (GeV) 50 60  70
* Thrust 0.82{0.89 0.74{0.88 0.51{0.79
* ln(y34) > −5.56 > −5.22 > −5.80
* ln(y45) > −5.97 > −5.66 > −5.24
Table 17: Cut values for λ0ijk chargino selections with a multijet topology with at least 2
leptons and no missing energy, as detailed in Table 5. Dierent selection criteria are developed
according to the mass values of the pair{produced charginos.
λ0ijk : multijets + E/
Nclusters  13
Ntracks  10
Ev12/Evis < 0.30
sin(θT ) >0.139
Epar/Evis <0.5
Eperp/Evis <0.2
Njets8  3
Evis/
p
s 0.5{0.9
sin(θmiss) >0.436
events with one isolated lepton (E`20 < 1 GeV) are rejected
Mχ˜±1 (GeV) 50 60  70
* Thrust 0.82{0.90 0.71{0.84 0.54{0.80
* ln(y34) > −5.68 > −5.70 > −4.56
* ln(y45) > −6.17 > −5.94 > −5.21
* pTmiss > 10 GeV > 20 GeV > 20 GeV
Table 18: Selection criteria for λ0ijk chargino selections with a multijet topology, missing energy
and no isolated leptons, as presented in Table 5. Dierent selection criteria are developed
according to the mass values of the pair{produced charginos.
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λ0ijk : multijets + lepton(s) and E/
Nclusters  13
Ntracks  10
Ev12/Evis < 0.30
sin(θT ) >0.139
Epar/Evis <0.5
Eperp/Evis <0.2
Njets8  3
Evis/
p
s <0.9
sin(θmiss) >0.436
Ne,µ  1, one isolated (E`20 < 1 GeV, Elepton < 30 GeV)
W mass window reject if 70 GeV< Mqq < 90 GeV
and 70 GeV< M`ν < 90 GeV
* Thrust 0.56{0.87
* ln(y34) > −5.35
* ln(y45) > −6.22
* pTmiss > 12.3 GeV
Table 19: Values of the selection requirements for λ0ijk chargino selections with a multijet
topology with both lepton(s) and missing energy.
λ0ijk : scalar electrons
Nclusters  13
Ntracks  1
Evis/
p
s > 0.70
Eperp/Evis < 0.20
Epar/Evis < 0.20
Ev12/Evis < 0.30
Ebgo/Evis 0.05 { 0.98p
s0/
p
s > 0.80
sin(θT ) > 0.139
Thrust < 0.95
ln(y34) > −8.0
ln(y45) > −9.0
Ne  1
E`1 (GeV) > 5
Table 20: Selection criteria of the scalar electron selections, for nal states with 4 jets, 2 to 4
leptons and possible missing energy, as shown in Table 5.
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λ00ijk : multijets
Nclusters  13
Ntracks  1
Evis/
p
s > 0.70
Eperp/Evis < 0.20
Epar/Evis < 0.20
Ev12/Evis < 0.30
Ebgo/Evis 0.05 { 0.98p
s0/
p
s > 0.80
sin(θT ) > 0.139
Mχ˜(GeV) 20 { 30 30 { 40 40 { 50 50 { 60  60
* Thrust 0.940 { 0.973 0.901 { 0.960 0.828 { 0.919 0.755 { 0.889 0.575 { 0.844
* ln(y34) > −5.85 > −5.70 > −5.20 > −5.16 > −4.77
* ln(y45) > −9.68 > −7.02 > −6.16 > −5.82 > −4.62
* Wjet1 0.12 { 0.22 0.15 { 0.45 0.25 { 0.55 0.21 { 0.67 0.38 { 0.90
Table 21: Cut values of the neutralino selections, for nal states with at least six hadronic jets.
The same multijet topologies arise from indirect neutralino and chargino hadronic decays, as
presented in Table 6. Dierent selection criteria are developed according to the mass values of
the pair-produced supersymmetric particles.
λ00ijk : multijets + lepton(s)
Nclusters  13
Ev12/Evis < 0.20
Ebgo/Evis 0.05{0.98
sin(θT ) >0.139
semileptonic leptonic
Epar/Evis < 0.3 < 0.5
Eperp/Evis < 0.3 < 0.5
Ntracks > 20 10{30
Ne,µ,τ  1  2
E`20 > 1 GeV {
* Thrust 0.52{0.83 0.55{0.79
* ln(y34) > −4.55 > −4.15
* ln(y45) > −5.02 > −4.58
* sin(θmiss) > 0.24 > 0.51
* Evis/
p
s > 0.6 0.52{0.88
Table 22: Details of nal selections for semileptonic and leptonic decays channels of the
charginos for the λ00 coupling, as listed in Table 6.
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λ00ijk : scalar leptons
~eR 2 electrons. For at least one of them: E
`
20 > 1 GeV
~µR 2 muons. For at least one of them: E
`
20 > 1 GeV
~τR 1 lepton (e, µ, τ)
~τR with high M 1 lepton (e, µ, τ) and M5C = Mτ˜R  5 GeV.
Table 23: Cut values, in addition to the \multijets" requirements, of the scalar lepton selections
(Table 21), for nal states with 6 jets and 2 leptons, as shown in Table 6. Dierent selection
criteria are developed according to the lepton flavour expected in the nal state.
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